Create a conversion script for old rating field to new rating field format so we can get rid of the old one in some next release.

Status
● Open

Subject
Create a conversion script for old rating field to new rating field format so we can get rid of the old one in some next release

Version
14.x

Category
- Feature request
- Support request
- Community projects
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

Feature
Trackers
Rating

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
luciahs d' being ‍♂️

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🆕

Related-to
- ● Sort on Rating field broken on tracker5 at dev.t.o

Description
Create a bash or php script which will convert the old type Tracker rating field to the new one for upgraders (people who upgrade) using this field.

We would benefit in the Tiki Community itself since we would re-use all the information added by users
over the years to indicate which bugs in the bug tracker are more important to them. It could be a way to review the list of pending bugs by priority according to user's opinion expressed in that rating option. Thanks luci for filling this wish report

Importance
8

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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